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Le VLTI 
Jean-Philippe Berger 

ESO - VLTI Programme Scientist 

VLTI community days - Jan 2014

10 years of Operations of the VLT 
interferometer

Antoine Mérand
VLTI System Scientist 

VLTI 1.0 
•  MIDI (2T, N, L/M/R) 

•  AMBER(3T H,K,L/M/HR) 
•  PIONIER (4T,H,LR) 

•  PRIMA 

VLTI 2.0 
•  GRAVITY 
•  MATISSE 
•  PIONIER  
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VLTI: terrain de chasse 

" Presque tous les types stellaires 

observables dans la galaxie ou sur 

des distances cosmologiques … 

Ø  Massive stars (O, WR, SG, BS ….) 

Ø  Galaxy enriching evolved stars 

Ø  PMS stars 

Ø  Main sequence -> M 

Ø  Be, B[e] 

Ø  Interacting/Symbiotic multiple systems 

" ont des représentants dans le 

voisinage solaire  

" ~ 1000000 stars sont observables 

" Les observations du VLTI  défient/ 

doivent défier la physique stellaire. 

PRIMA/ESPRI meeting   Heidelberg 2013-04-18

Scientific topics

5

VLTI hunting 
terrain 

With off-axis FT 

With off-xis FT 
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VLTI 1.0: BILAN 
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Dust processing 

Accretion onto star 
Disk wind 

Both sides of planet 
induced gap + inner 
dust 

Direct images of 
disk inner rim 

Dynamics induced variability 
Hot gas 

Jet formation 

Van Boekel et al. 2004 

Kraus+ 2007 

Renard+ 2011, Kluska et al. 2014 
Panic+ 2012, Tatulli+ 2011, Matter +. 2013 

Tatulli+ 2008 

Environnements protoplanétaires 

Ø  Le VLTI offre une opportunité unique d’observer le proche environnement 
stellaire depuis (presque) la surface de l’étoile jusqu’aux unités 
astronomiques les plus proches.  

Ø  Mais observations 2T/3T pas toujours faciles à interpréter 

Benisty et al. 2011 
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VLTI et la variabilité temporelle 

" Aux résolutions angulaires du 
VLTI (msa) tout varie à l’échelle 
de quelques journées; 
Ø  Novae (Chesneau+ 2007) 

Ø  Binaires symbiotiques en interaction 

(Blind+ 2011) 

Ø  Binaires jeunes(Garcia+ 2012) 

Ø  Accretion/Jets (Benisty+ 2011) 

Ø  Bords internes de disques(Kishimoto+ 2013) 

Ø  Vents/chocs: (Millour+ 2009) 

" Demande un plus grand nombre 
de télescopes (images?) 

" Un objectif majeur pour VLTI 2.0 

VLTI present
and future

J.-P. Berger

Outline

Current status

VLTI usage

VLTI: the
medium/long
term

Medium/Long
term

Temporal monitoring
O. Chesneau et al.: AMBER/VLTI observations of the outburst of RS Oph 125

Fig. 5. Parametric model of the data involving a uniform ellipse for the continuum (left, the size of the major axis is 4.9 mas, other parameters can
be found in Table 1) and a “skewed ring” that account for both dispersed visibilities and di�erential phases (other panels, the continuum ellipse
is not shown but taken into account in the calculations). The labels are expressed in km s�1. The images at each velocity channel are normalized
and do not reflect the relative fluxes in the di�erent velocity channels. The number of images shown is limited: there are about 80 visibility
measurements in the Br� line and 35 independent spectral channels.

Fig. 6. Sketch of the near-IR ellipses extensions compared with the ra-
dio structure observed at t = 13.8 d (thick extended ring, O’Brien et al.
2006). The continuum ellipse is delimited by the solid line, the ellipse
that corresponds to the core of Br� by the dotted line and the one cor-
responding to the core of HeI by the dashed line. The small dotted line
delimit the Br� ellipse scaled at t = 13.8 d. North is up, East left.

down to 6.8 mas at t = 5.5 d. This value is close to the Br� line
extension, and is smaller than the HeI one. On the one hand,
the expansion velocity |vexp| of the radio ring was determined
precisely to 1730 kms�1 from North-South flux slices (O’Brien
et al. 2006, Fig. 2). This value is within the range of radial ve-
locities of our “slow” velocity field |vrad|2. One the other hand,
the radio flux seen at t = 13.8 day is a simple structure located in
the equatorial plane of the system: the fact that we see the “fast”
velocity field in the Br� line implies that the interferometer sees
a more complex structure projected on the sky not limited by the
equatorial emission. This is probably also true for the continuum
emission (Evans et al. 1988, 2006). In the frame of the ejection
model from O’Brien et al. this means that both the equatorial
waist and the bipolar lobes may contribute to the shape inferred
from AMBER data result. As a consequence, it is not surprising
that the global shape and position angle of the near-IR source
seen by AMBER di�er from the radio one.

The radio ring is rather clumpy and dominated by a few
bright structures. In particular, the direction of the brightest
2 Note that if the velocity field was purely in the equatorial

plane, then the maximum radial velocity observable should be around
1400 km s1. This is in agreement with the radial position of the peaks of
the S-shape di�erential phase ranging from 600 to 1500 km s1 tracing
the bulk of the emission from this structure (cf. Sect. 3).

radio clumps (PA � 110–150�) coincides with the direction of
our correspondingly more flattened K band continuum, Br� and
HeI structures. The origin of such an asymmetry could tenta-
tively be questioned as the e�ect of particular configuration of
the WD and the RG at the moment of outburst. However, based
on the ephemeris of Fekel et al. and assuming a line of nodes at
PA � 177� (Taylor et al. 1989; O’Brien et al. 2006), the position
of the red giant should be close to PA � 150–170 at phase 0.97.
It is obvious that at least a strong perturbation of the flow at t =
5.5 d is encountered near the red giant photosphere that has po-
tential e�ects, especially in the near-IR. The WD-RG separation
is typically 1 mas (assuming D = 1.6 kpc), and the red giant di-
ameter 0.4 mas: seen from the ejection center, the covered angle
is about 15–30�. At t = 5.5 d, the K band emitting ejecta spanned
about 2 times the WD-RG distance and probably kept a strong
signature of the perturbation by the RG, which should eventually
dilute as the ejecta expand. This signature may also be imprinted
in the earliest high resolution radio images. Finally, the E-W di-
rection of the fast Br� emitting regions seen with our di�erential
phase coincides with the direction of the jet-like structure devel-
oping in radio images at day 21.5 and after, but the near-IR radial
velocities are about two times slower than the apparent motion
of the structure in the radio.

7. Conclusion
We have reported the early near-IR AMBER interferometric ob-
servation of the outburst of RS Oph, a spectrally impressive but
spatially limited dataset from the point of view of image recon-
struction. These observations performed 5.5 days after the out-
burst provided an estimation of the extent of the continuum, Br�
and He I 2.06 µm forming regions and some physical constraints
on the ejection process as seen in the near-IR. The global picture
that emerges in view of the consistency between the shape of
the continuum and line forming regions, despite various phys-
ical process at their origin, is a non-spherical fireball at high-
velocity expansion. Our results represent a good complement of
the extensive radio, infrared and X-ray observations.

In order to study carefully fast evolving events like nova, su-
pernovae, and other kinds of outbursting sources, we have shown
that it is critical that spectral and imaging capabilities must be
available simultaneously. The uv coverage has to be such that
a good picture of the ejection must be recorded in one-two nights
at most and a minimum spectral resolution is mandatory to, at
least, isolate the line signal from the continuum one. This di�-
cult task can potentially be achieved with the current capabilities
of the AMBER instrument, but it fits more easily the goals of the
second generation NIR and MIR VLTI instruments under study,
able to recombine light from at least 4 telescopes.

The near-IR picture of RS Oph evolves in a complex way:
it is a mix of increasingly extended ejecta emitting a continuum

Chesneau et al. 2007, currently challenging at VLTI

20 / 26

Chesneau et al. 2007 

Current instrumentation VLTI performance

The imaging problem

The capture of fast varying astrophysical events (close interacting
binaries, novae, stellar wind, convection). Requires fast (uv) coverage
capability.
We are currently exploring the feasibility of combining AT+UTs to offer an
increased number of configuration in a single shot.

JP Berger — VLTI LSP 2013-10-21 14
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Puissance de la spectro-astrométrie 

Lebouquin et al. 2009 

" Les surfaces stellaires résolues limitées au proche 
voisinage Ssol mais quand elles les sont … 

" …le VLTI fournit des diagnostics puissants 

" Est-ce un moteur suffisant pour pousser le VLTI vers 
les courtes longueurs d’ondes ? 

Spin Fomalhaut mesuré avec AMBER 
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Le VLTI-4T opérationnel. 

" En october 2010, PIONIER un instrument visiteur (financé en partie par 
le PNPS) a permis au VLTI de recombiner 4 télescopes pour la 
première fois… et ca marche !  

VLTI
Image reconstructions
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VLTI 1.0: leçons (I) 
" Les vibrations sur les UTs affectent très 

sévèrement les performances des instruments: 
Ø Le programme extra-galactique d’AMBER a été perdu 

" Performances de FINITO suiveur de franges de 
première génération limitées: 
Ø Utilisation de la résolution spectrale limitée aux objets 

les plus brillants; 

" Les performances du VLTI sont très dépendantes 
des conditions atmosphériques: 
Ø Suivi de franges pas encore assez robuste; 

" Sensibilité MIDI x10 avec suivi de franges 

" Sensibilité AMBER “classic”: 2mag (K,H) perdues 
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VLTI 1.0: leçons (II) 

" PRIMA-Astrométrie a consommé une grande partie des 

ressources VLTI (conclusions review board jan 2014); 

" La science “transformationnelle” est difficile avec 2T/3T. 

Mais très belles démonstrations VLTI qui n’ont pas reçu 

l’attention méritée. 

" AGN/YSOs/SG/AGB/Be percolent dans la communauté 

" Il a fallu un instrument visiteur pour combiner 4 télescopes 

" Contrairement au mm le VLTI n’a pas été développé avec 

une assistance à l’utilisateur (un gros point soulevé par le 

comité des utlisateurs ESO + expérience PIONIER); 
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VLTI 2.0 (GRAVITY AND MATISSE AND …) 
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GRAVITY 

" Révéler la nature des sursauts Sgr A* flares (horizon TN); 

" Tester la RG au travers des mesures d’orbites stellaires; 

" Paradoxe étoiles jeunes 

" Tester la RG dans le régime gravitationnel fort 

" Mais GRAVITY est avant tout un spectro-imageur (K, R <= 4000, enveloppes, 
disques, vents, jets) 

19The Messenger 143 – March 2011

than three electrons with their prototype 

detector array (see image in Figure 3). 

Based on this success, ESO and SELEX–

Galileo are currently devel oping a next 

generation detector, which is tuned to 

GRAVITY’s wavefront sensor and fringe 

tracker. Another example of a major 

breakthrough is in GRAVITY’s laser 

metrology. It is based on a novel concept, 

and traces the starlight through the ob -

servatory, to allow the optical path to be 

measured at any desired point of the pupil 

up to the primary mirror. This concept  

and its implementation have been demon-

strated in three technical runs at the VLTI.

Science cases for GRAVITY

In the following sections the science 

B@RDR�ENQ�&1 5(38�@QD�AQHDkX�NTSKHMDC��
beginning with the broad range of sci-

ence opportunities that have opened up 

at the Galactic Centre of the Milky Way. 

The Galactic Centre is by far the closest 

galactic nucleus and the best studied 

SMBH (Genzel et al., 2010). There are still 

a number of fundamental open issues 

and just to name a few that we want to 

answer with GRAVITY: What is the nature 

NE�SGD�k@QDR�HM�2FQ� 	��6G@S�HR�SGD�ROHM� 
of a BH? How can we resolve the “Para-

dox of Youth” of the stars in its vicinity? 

Even tests of fundamental physics may 

come into reach with GRAVITY: Does the 

theory of general relativity hold in the 

RSQNMF�jDKC�@QNTMC�2,!'R��#N�!'R�QD��@KKX�
have “no hair”? 

4MBNUDQHMF�SGD�SQTD�M@STQD�NE�SGD�2FQ 	�
k@QDR

The Galactic Centre BH is surprisingly 

faint — its average luminosity is only 

about 10–8 of the Eddington luminosity, 

emitted predominantly at radio to sub-

mm wavelengths. On top of this quasi-

steady component there is variable emis-

sion in the X-ray and IR bands. Some  

NE�SGHR�U@QH@AKD�DLHRRHNM�BNLDR�@R�k@QDR��
typically a few times per day, lasting for 

about one to two hours, and reaching the 

brightness of massive main-sequence 

stars. The three most plausible explana-

SHNMR�ENQ�SGD�NQHFHM�NE�SGDRD�k@QDR�@QD�� 
a jet with clumps of ejected material; hot 

RONSR�NQAHSHMF�@�!'��NQ�RS@SHRSHB@K�kTB�

ST@SHNMR�HM�SGD�@BBQDSHNM�kNV��%HFTQD����
The jet model seems natural from the 

presence of jets in active galactic nuclei. 

The orbiting hot-spot model would be a 

natural explanation for the observed 

quasi-periodicity in the light curves of 

k@QDR�@MC�@RRNBH@SDC�BG@MFDR�NE�SGD�(1�
polarisation. However, the long-term light 

curves are well described by a pure, red 

power-law noise, indicating that statistical 

kTB�ST@SHNMR�HM�SGD�@BBQDSHNM�kNV�@QD�
responsible for the observed variability. 

Time-resolved astrometric measurements 

with GRAVITY will settle the debate 

 (Eckart et al., 2010). Even without push-

ing GRAVITY to its ultimate performance, 

SGD�NARDQUDC�CHRSQHATSHNM�NE�k@QD�ONRH-
tions and its  periodic variation will distin-

guish between these models.

Measuring spin and inclination of the 

Galactic Centre black hole

The mass of the Galactic Centre BH is 

well known from stellar orbits. If the cur-

rently favoured orbiting hot-spot model  

is correct, GRAVITY will take the next 

step and measure its spin and inclination. 

Figure 4.�4MBNUDQHMF�SGD�SQTD�M@STQD�NE�2FQ� 	�k@QDR�
(upper three panels); probing spacetime close to the 

black hole event horizon (lower left); and measuring 

its spin and inclination (two lower right panels). 

GRAVITY will easily distinguish between the three 

LNRS�OK@TRHAKD�k@QD�RBDM@QHNR��@�IDS��KDES���@M�NQAHSHMF�
GNS�RONS��LHCCKD��@MC�RS@SHRSHB@K�kTBST@SHNM�HM�SGD�
@BBQDSHNM�kNV��QHFGS��3GD�CDS@HKDC�RG@OD�NE�SGD�
photo-centre orbit is dominated by general relativis-

tic effects (lower left, from Paumard et al. 2008), and 

GRAVITY will thus directly probe spacetime close to 

the event horizon. The combination of time-resolved 

astrometry (lower middle) and photometry (lower 

right, from Hamaus et al., 2008) will also allow the 

spin and inclination of the BH to be measured.
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from the observer’s view or not. The 
direct proof that this absorber is really a 
torus, rather than another structure, is  
still pending. Indeed most resolved gase-
ous structures on the putative scale  
of the torus appear more disc-like, for 
example the maser disc, the radio contin-
uum emission and the mid-IR emission  
of the prototypical active galactic nuclei 
-&"Ű������RDD�%HFTQD����.ARDQUHMF� 
six baselines simultaneously, GRAVITY 
will image the inner edge of the torus with 
unprecedented quality, where the dust  
is close to the sublimation limit. GRAVITY 
will thus put strong constraints on the 
absorber models. These models are very 
much inspired by the observations of 
NGC 1068, but the few active galactic 
nuclei with interferometric observations 
show a puzzling variance.  GRAVITY will 
RHFMHjB@MSKX�DWSDMC�SGD�R@LOKD�SN�jM@KKX�
draw statistically sound conclusions.
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Figure 6. Testing the theory of general 
relativity with stellar orbits. GRAVITY 
will observe the orbits of stars within 
the central light-week of the Galactic 
Centre by means of interferometric 
imaging (upper panels: dirty beam 
with a resolution of four milliarcsec-
onds (left), simulated dirty image  
(middle), cleaned image (right, from 
Paumard et al. 2008)). Stellar orbits 
(illustrated in the lower left panel)  
will be affected by the general relativ-
istic periastron shift (red arrows)  
and the Lense–Thirring precession  
of the orbital angular momentum (blue 
arrows). For small distances to the  
BH, the timescale of these relativistic 
effects are short enough (lower right) 
to be in reach of GRAVITY (blue 
shaded area).

Mid-infrared
continuum

Maser disc

Radio
contiuum

0.5 pc/7 mas

Figure 7. A sketch of  
the prototypical active 
galactic nucleus of 
NGC 1068 (from Raban 
et al., 2009). The gase-
ous structures and  
dust emission on the 
scale of the putative 
torus appear disc-like, 
VGHKD�SGD�TMHjDC�LNCDK�
suggests a geometri-
cally thick torus. Ob -
serving at NIR wave-
lengths, GRAVITY will 
image the inner edge of 
the absorber, putting 
strong constraints on 
the absorber geometry.

•  4T bande K 
•  Low,Medium, Large R 

(4000) 
•  Astrométrie 
•  Hors axe 
•  En opération
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MATISSE 

" Fournir une contrepartie à 
ALMA dans le moyen 
infrarouge (3-10 microns) 
Ø  Evolution poussière 

(minéralogie, cristallo, 
distribution …) 

Ø  Structures des cavités 
planétaires 

Ø  Signatures de formation 
planétaires 

Ø Recherche de compagnons 
jeunes 

" Toutes les étoiles 
entourées de poussière 

" AGN … 

GRAVITY 

•  4T bandes L,M,N 
•  Low,Medium, Large 
•  En opération: 2017 
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Les défis du VLTI (I) 

" Evoluer dans un environnement aux ressources limitées. 
Forte concurrence (VLT/ELT). Surcharge Paranal (5 instruments) 

" Préparer l’infrastructure pour Gravity&Matisse 

" Gérer la transition: 

Ø Décision PRIMA (maintenant) 

Ø MIDI décommissionné (début 2015) 

Ø  AMBER décommissionné (quand Gravity opérationnel) 

Ø  PIONIER enlevé puis remis (fin 2015?) 

" Le défi de l’imagerie: 

Ø  Adapter le VLTI aux opérations des instr. 2nd gen. 

Ø  Adapter les outils (prépa, analyse) des instr. De 2nd gen. 
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Les défis du VLTI (II) 

" Le défi d’une communauté plus grande: 
Ø Développer les liens avec les non-interférométristes (3 confs avec 

session interf en 2014) 

Ø Développer un centre d’accompagnement des utilisateurs (JMMC): 
VLTI node ? 

" Le défi de l’astrométrie: 
Ø  Leçons PRIMA -> GRAVITY 

Ø Développer une utilisation original de l’astrométrie (e.g dynamics in 
clusters, exoplanets astrometry).  

" Le défi de la performance 
Ø  La robustesse du VLTI (vibrations, AO pour ATs) 

Ø  La sensibilité du VLTI  (suiveur de franges 4T,hors axe) 

Ø Utilisation de Large Programs 

" Préparer la prospective post seconde génération 
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VLTI ELEMENTS DE PROSPECTIVE  
VLT IN THE ELT ERA 
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Elements de réflexion pour la prospective PNPS 

" Exploitation VLTI 2.0 

" Intérêt pour la moyenne/haute résolution en H puis J (adaptation de 

PIONIER) ? 

" Intérêt pour la spectreo-polarimétrie 

" Intérêt pour un iXshooter au VLTI? (J,H,K,L,M simult.) 

" Intérêt de l’extension du VLTI vers le visible: 

Ø Haute résolution spectrale 

Ø  Lien avec l’astrosismologie? 

Ø  VLTI-visible dans le contexte PLATO? 

" Extension du VLTI à 6 télescopes: variabilité temporelle ? 

" S’impliquer dans la prospective VLT(I) in the ELT era (lien avec le 

programme scientist, coordination européenne?). 

" Planet Formation Imager 
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Timeline VLTI 2.0 

2014 2016 2015 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Gravity PAE 

VLTI infrastructure 
upgrade 

MATISSE PAE 

PIONIER in op. 
GRAVITY in op. 

MATISSE in op. 

Visitor focus: 
-  Planet hunter ? 
-  PIONIER JH Medium 

Resolution ? 
Gravity commissioning 

AMBER removed 

MATISSE comm 

VLTI iXshooter? 
-  GRAVITY 
-  MATISSE 
-  PIONIER 

NAOMI PDR 

MIDI removed 
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DIAPOSITIVES++ 
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L’évolution du VLTI en une figure 

" Effort d’ingéniérie système très important: amélioration 
considérable de l’efficience du VLTI: 70-80% d’utilisation 
scientifique du temps. 
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The VLTI in the mind of the founding fathers 
(VLTI blue book 1989) 

" “During the commissioning optimization phase of the VLTI 
there will be a need for an ongoing experimental effort on 
the VLT site to refine and develop the techniques which are 
part of the interferometric imaging … The implementation 
strategy during this evolutionary period of maybe 10 years 
therefore envisages an on-site R&D effort supported by a 
resident (in Chile) dedicated staff, operated in a manner 
very similar to an experimental facility”. 
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Résolution spectrale 

" Il faut combiner imagerie et résolution spectrale 
Ø  Bandes moléculaires (formation)  

Ø  Imagerie dans les raies (cinématique) 

Ø  Suivi des processus de choc (Novae) 

Ø  Lien accrétion/éjection? 

" Instrument visiteur dédié? 

" Mise à jour de PIONIER? 

" Evolution ESO. 

Le Bouquin et al. 2008 

J.-B. Le Bouquin et al.: Pre-maximum spectro-imaging of the Mira star T Leporis with AMBER/VLTI L3
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the photosphere and the molecular environment is around 10%.

2-step image reconstruction strategy was specifically elaborated.
The first step consisted of building a radially symmetrical image
from the data. Only the baseline length was considered. The am-
plitude and sign of these pseudo data (which are all real due to
the assumed symmetry) were derived from the measured power
spectrum and sign of the closure phases respectively. We then
used MIRA with a strong smoothness regularization to recon-
struct the first stage images. The second step uses these bright-
ness distributions as a support for a quadratic regularization of a
2D brightness map (Le Besnerais et al. 2008). Each of the spec-
tral channels was processed separately. Resulting final images
are presented in Fig. 4.

The recontructed images clearly highlight two components.
The brighter central component corresponds to the photosphere,
with a linear radius of 100 R" (assuming a parallax of 5.95 mas
from van Leeuwen 2007). The second component is the molecu-
lar layer (molsphere), characterized by the high spectral depen-
dency of its apparent morphology. Within the molecular absorp-
tion bands (1.5#1.6 µm, 1.75#2.15 µm, 2.3#2.5 µm), the shell
is optically thick and appears, projected toward the observer, as
a circular disk. Between these bands, absorption by molecules is

not as strong, and the shell becomes optically thin. It appears as
a projected ring encircling the photosphere (1.6#1.75 µm). The
lack of data points in the second lobe at 2.2 µm (see Fig. 3) pre-
vented the algorithm from reconstructing the inner gap between
the molecular shell and the photosphere. Instead, it resulted in a
decreased contrast between the molsphere and the photosphere.

Each spectral bin has been reduced and imaged indepen-
dently. These images are in good agreement. It provides a strong
indication that the MIRA algorithm is not inverting the statistical
noise present in the data. Possible correlations may still origi-
nate from the calibration noise (atmospheric turbulence) and the
use of common calibrator stars. However, these sources of errors
are unlikely to give rise to such a coherent pattern as observed
in Fig. 4. These images are a strong argument for a shell-like
geometry of the molecules within the atmosphere.

4. Intensity profile modeling

In addition to reconstructed images of the molecular shells,
we used a simple radiative transfer model developed by Perrin
et al. (2004) to derive the physical parameters of the system.
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A Sociological Note!

Extragalactic astronomers 
don’t ask for 

 high angular resolution 
because  

what they do  
doesn’t need it 

What they do  
doesn’t need  

high angular resolution 
because  

they can’t do it 

I.e. They never thought about it 
Need to proseletyse 

Martin Elvis (Harvard CfA) at the 10 year of VLTI conf 

… applies also for Stellar astronomers 
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AGN’s central parsecs 

" 23 AGN inner dust distribution 

" First direct size luminosity law 

" Morphological studies starting 
Ø Revealing the complexity  

(torus/wind) 

Ø Connecting inner/larger scales 

Ø S1/S2 comparison 

Ø Galaxy feedback constraints(?) 

" Effort now recognized in AGN 

conferences 
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4. Surveys: the AGN Large Programme

ª large scatter in the AGN size luminosity relation
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L. Burtscher et al.: A diversity of dusty AGN tori
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Fig. 28: Model images for all 23 sources, sorted by scale (most distant sources first). The color scale is normalized to the total flux
of the target. The dotted blue line indicates the adopted resolution limit (5 mas), inside which is the point source. The dotted red
line, when plotted, indicates sources for which we only derived a limit on the resolved structure (see Tab. 5). The pixel scale in
parsec is constant over all images; the scale in angular units is also given. While more distant sources are less resolved, it can also
be seen that the morphology of the source does not only depend on resolution.
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Jaffe et al. 2004,   
Kishimoto+ 2011 
Hoenig+ 2012 
Burtscher et al 2013 
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The VLTI and its community 

" Very active community (albeit small): 75 persons at first VLTI 
community days (2014, Grenoble France) 

" European Interferometry Initiative. Well funded (OPTICON) and 
structured community in support of optical interferometry  

" 6 VLTI training schools organized  since 2006 

" Fizeau program to fund collaborations throughout Europe 

" JMMC center (Grenoble, France) provides the community with 
software services to prepare and analyse observations. 

PRIMA/ESPRI meeting   Heidelberg 2013-04-18

VLTI PIs

VLTI Operations at ESO, 26 April 2013 

VLTI USERS 

!  205 different PIs (up to P90) 
!  137 PIs with more than 1 programme (recurrent users) 
!   From 22 different countries: 

 

!  Many of these are 1st time users of optical interferometry 
!  Many more astronomers indicated an interest in VLTI 

(UC Poll) 
2

VLTI present
and future

J.-P. Berger

Publications PIs

205 PIs (up to P90);

137 PIs with more than 1
program (recurrent users);

from 22 countries;

many 1st time users

many more astronomers
indicated an interest (UC
poll)

VLTI Operations at ESO, 26 April 2013 

VLTI USERS 

!  205 different PIs (up to P90) 
!  137 PIs with more than 1 programme (recurrent users) 
!   From 22 different countries: 

 

!  Many of these are 1st time users of optical interferometry 
!  Many more astronomers indicated an interest in VLTI 

(UC Poll) 
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